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Student Senate has a new dream
SHOULD GVCLO
By Molly Waite
GVL Assistant News Editor
I
n 1983, President Ronald Reagan signed a bill 
declaring that the third Monday of January 
would be Martin Luther King Jr. Day - a national 
holiday to honor the life, work and message of 
Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr. Public universities 
throughout the state of Michigan cancel classes or close 
to celebrate the holiday, but Grand Valley State Univer­
sity is one of only three that annually remains open on 
the holiday.
Last week. Student Senate passed a resolution to 
show support for and encourage the university to close 
on this national holiday so that students, faculty and 
staff would be able to attend events held to celebrate 
the holiday, said J J. Manser, vice president of Student 
Senate Diversity Affairs.
The resolution supports a complete closure of the 
university. Manser said this would allow for students, 
as well as faculty and staff, to attend MLK events.
“While we've had successful celebration events in 
past years, there remain many students who report that 
they could not attend many, if not all. events due to class 
or work-related commitments on campus,” said senator 
Kirsten Zeiter, a member of the Diversity Affairs Com­
mittee. “Closing the university in recognition of MLK 
Day allows students, faculty and staff to participate in 
the celebration events as an entire GVSU community, 
particularly those who otherwise would have had com-
Jr EFOR MLK DAY?
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Observance: Jeanne Arnold (left) marches in a past MLK 
Day event. Student Senate passed a resolution last week in 
support of closing the university for MLK Jr. Day.
mitments that would prevent them from coming.”
Both Manser and Zeiter said a committee has been 
formed to investigate the question of closing the uni­
versity, which Connie Dang, director of the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, confirmed.
When the Student Senate debated the resolution, 
some concerns were raised about the logistics of closing 
the university for the holiday. Manser said there were 
questions of having to add a day to the semester to make 
up for the closure as well as concerns about canceling 
classes when some students might want to go to class.
Zeiter said some senators voiced concerns about stu-
See MLK Day, A2 GVL Photo Illustration 7 Alana
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Fight for free speech: Members of the College Democrats pose in Kirkhof.
College Dems advocate tor free 
speech with awareness week
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity's College Democrats are 
encouraging students to ex­
ercise their First Amendment 
rights with Speak Up Week, a 
series of events and tabling ac­
tivities intended to raise aware­
ness about the importance of 
freedom of speech and expres­
sion in American society that 
will run today through Friday.
The First Amendment 
states, “Congress shall make 
no law respecting an establish­
ment of religion, or prohibit­
ing the free exercise thereof; 
or abridging the freedom of 
speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably 
to assemble, and to petition the 
Government for a redress of 
grievances.”
Paul LeBlanc, president 
of the College Democrats at 
GVSU, said events and ac­
tivities this week arc geared 
toward promoting that idea of 
students right to speak up.
“Our members thought that 
free speech was an especially 
relevant topic for this spring, 
given the recent controversies 
over Wikileaks and the West- 
bom Baptist Church,” he said. 
“Our events and activities are 
intended to demonstrate the 
fragility of the right to free 
speech and the importance of 
extending to it to all citizens,
See Democrats, A2
GV offers first online master's program
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Staff Writer
Starting with the Spring/Summer 2011 semes­
ter, Grand Valley State University will offer its 
first completely online program, a master's de­
gree in educational technology.
GVSU began investigating the possibility of 
constructing an online program five years ago 
when the formation of a Senate task force investi­
gated the issue. The task force submitted a report 
with recommendations and research to the Sen­
ate, which approved the plan and gave the rec­
ommendations to the Provost. However, no initial 
action was taken to implement online education.
But after some faculty persistence and a strong 
show of student interest, the educational technol- 
ogy program is set to make its debut next month. 
Administrators plan to start the program with 45 
students, with more added each year. Faculty 
members and adjuncts will teach the programs 
together in three separate sections. However, the 
new online program will not replace the existing 
hybrid - partially online and partially in-class - 
educational technology program, which has been 
in place at GVSU for several years. Instead, both 
programs will be offered simultaneously.
Andrew Topper, an associate professor of 
education who helped design the program and 
served on the initial Senate task force for online 
education, said the online program is designed 
for teachers who need their required 18 graduate 
work credits hut cannot make the trek out to GV- 
SU's physical campus for classes. But despite the 
convenience of online courses. Topper said they 
also present a unique set of obstacles.
“For the institution, the challenge is to provide
GVL / Kate Kaurich
Network knowledge: A student attends an online class.
The university just approved its first entirety-online program.
the resources, the time, the support, the materi­
als. all that kind of stuff and the training ... As far 
as the instructor goes, the instructor has to be the 
one to kind of adapt their instructional program to 
what works online. Some things that might work 
in a traditional classroom might not work well 
online and vice-versa.”
In addition. Topper said online classes also 
sometimes pose a challenge for students, who 
may have difficulty adapting to a different type 
of classroom setting or simply do not have the
See Online degree, A2
Study planned to help Great Lakes
Eric Higgins
GVL Intern
To help figure out how the Great 
Lakes can be used for energy pro­
duction. the Michigan Alterna­
tive and Renewable Energy Center 
(MAREC) has teamed with CENER, 
the national renewable energy center 
based in Pamplona. Spain.
Am Boezaart, director of 
MARK', said the Muskegon-based 
energy center decided to p;u1ner with
CENER because they share similar 
interests.
“CENER is a national research 
organization in Spain that has a lot of 
experience in the area of renewable 
energy and they have specific interest 
in wind energy and advanced storage 
or battery technology, and they are 
interested in establishing a presence 
in the Great Uikes area, and their in­
terest matches up very well with the 
interest of MAREC." he said.
In a GVSU press release. Javier 
San-Miguel Armendariz, the pnxl-
uet manager for CENER, said the 
partnership is a good opportunity to 
connect efforts between the U.S. and 
Europe when it comes to renewable 
energy.
“The main goal of this partnership 
is to promote the knowledge-sharing 
of the best experts in this field across 
the Atlantic Ocean,” he said.
The two organizations will re­
search a couple of different areas as 
they relate to wind energy, one of
See Great Lakes, A2
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Lake Michigan mysteries: Pictured is a model of the buoy that 
will be used in MAREC’s offshore water study of Lake Michigan.
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Women's Center calls 
for art submissions
Grand Valley State 
University's Women's Center 
has announced its annual 
request for artwork from 
students, faculty, staff 
and community members 
to be displayed in the 
center's office suite next 
year. The theme of next 
year is evolution, defined 
as formation, growth and * 
progress that celebrates 
the 10th anniversary of 
the Women's Center as 
well as women's diverse 
experiences.
The deadline for 
submissions is April 22, 
and submissions will be 
reviewed by a panel. Artists 
will be notified by April 25. 
For more information, call 
616-331-2748 or visit the 
Women's Center website at 
www.gvsu.edu/women_cen.
2
GV holds My 
Experience contest
Grand Valley State 
University wants to see 
your best experiences as a 
college student. By hosting 
the My Experience contest, 
GVSU is asking students to 
share their photo moments 
and memories on Face- 
book, which will be voted 
on to determine the best 
in each class. Categories in­
clude Laker Nation, School 
Spirit, Academia, Family 
and Friends and Miscella­
neous.
Photos must be submit­
ted by students currently 
enrolled with GVSU and all 
photographs must be the 
work and/or property of the 
entrant.
For those students who 
don't have photos of their 
great experiences while 
at college, GVSU is also 
asking students to share 
their memories on Twitter 
at the My Memory Twitter 
account. The best of the 
Tweets will be retweeted on 
the university's account.
The contest ends on 
April 20. For information 
about My Experience and 
how to enter, visit www. 
gvsu.edu/myexperience/.
* 2&4 BEDROOM UNITS
"WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST 
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MLK Day
continued from page A1
students leaving campus if classes were 
canceled, defeating the purpose of clos­
ing GVSU for the events.
“The plan we’re advocating negates 
that concern,” Zeiter said. “Students are 
going to be actively involved in plan­
ning events, creating service opportuni­
ties and reaching exit to the communi­
ty,” she said. “For that reason, students 
would feel invested in GVSU’s recog­
nition of MLK Day and would actually 
make it even more of a ‘day on’ than it 
was this year.”
Adding that other public universities 
that close for the day have successful at­
tendance at their events, Zeiter said she 
believes students care about this holiday 
and would participate.
Manser said Jeanne Arnold, vice 
president for Inclusion and Equity, is sit­
ting on the closure committee and will 
address these, and any other, concerns.
Arnold could not be 
reached for comment.
Steve Buckridge, 
associate professor 
of history, teaches a 
course in African his­
tory and said when 
we think about Martin 
Luther King, Jr., we MANSER 
are recognizing that he achieved inter­
national fame.
“It is very important that he achieved 
international fame by leading numerous 
peaceful marches, boycotts and sit-ins, 
all forms of civil disobedience.” Buck­
ridge said. “All these were all used as 
important projects in swaying public 
opinion and passing civil rights legisla­
tion.”
Manser said Martin Luther King, Jr., 
was an advocate for education and civic 
engagement, which is a large part of cel­
ebrating this holiday.
“I really think it comes down to 
keeping in mind that this resolution is
GVL / Eric Coulter
Resolution: Students participate in the Silent March in January as a part of MLK Week. 
Senate hopes giving students the day off of school will lead to greater event participation.
in support of equal opportunity to attend 
the events,” Manser said. “There are 
students who want to go to this event 
but may not be able to because of class. 
If students want to attend these events, 
want to increase their knowledge, want
to learn more not just in the classroom, 
they should not be penalized for miss­
ing class. Education isn’t just inside the 
classroom, but outside of the classroom 
as well.”
assistantnews@ lanthorn £om
Online degree
continued from page A1
pline to work independent­
ly without in-class rein­
forcement.
“For some students, it’s 
a challenge because my 
sense is that students be­
lieve that an online class is 
easier than a regular class,” 
he said. “In fact, my discus­
sions with students suggest 
that it’s probably harder 
and it’s harder because, for 
one, you don’t get to see 
people and interact with 
them in a face-to-face set­
ting and that’s different, 
that’s a challenge. Some 
students may not have the 
technical skills as well to 
take a class online.”
To help ease the transi­
tion and recreate a more 
familiar and welcoming 
classroom environment, 
many professors encour­
age students to get to know 
one another and talk about 
their interests through on­
line chat.
“I create community in 
my online classes,” said 
Sean Lancaster, associate 
professor of education, in a 
press release. “That social 
component contributes to 
a positive online learning 
experience. The anytime- 
anywhere learning aspect 
of our online program also 
allows for the kinds of 
flexibility that busy adults 
need.”
Topper said for the 
foreseeable future, online 
courses will likely be of­
fered only at the graduate 
level.
“We did have some 
people on the commit­
tee who were in favor of 
expanding online classes 
to undergraduate courses, 
but that really didn't go 
very far because people 
are still sort of struggling, 
I guess, with that idea,” 
he said. ”... I’ve actually 
had conversations with the 
faculty and administration 
who are sure to this day 
and do not understand or 
agree with Grand Valley 
offering online courses or 
programs. They wonder 
about the programs, they 
wonder about the commu­
nity of Grand Valley, they 
wonder about the liberal 
arts personal relationship. 
Of course I try to explain 
to them that you can still 
do all of those things on­
line, but differently. I think 
my sense is that there are 
a group of people at Grand 
Valley who are still not 
sure that the online option 
is as good as or appropriate 
for Grand Valley.”
In addition, there is a 
cost factor for hiring facul­
ty for smaller courses that 
may inhibit expanding on­
line programs for the time 
being. With the number of 
students reduced from 30 
to 15, the theoretical cost 
of instruction doubles.
Topper said any finan­
cial model the university 
constructs must be appro­
priate for both faculty and 
the state’s current financial 
situation.
clone @ lanthorn .com
Democrats
continued from page A1
regardless of the popular­
ity of the particular views be­
ing expressed.”
With that in mind, the 
week will feature a lecture 
by political science profes­
sor Mark Richards about 
the limits of free speech in 
highly publicized cases such 
as those mentioned by LeB- 
lanc.
The week will also feature 
an open mic night, in which 
LeBlanc said the group en­
courages students to share 
their thoughts through music, 
poetry, spoken word or any 
other medium of their choice 
in regards to current social 
and political issues. The
group will also be tabling 
Tuesday through Thursday 
in AuSable hall with censor­
ship-themed Jenga and blank 
slips of paper for students to 
write down their thoughts 
down on anonymously. After 
the week is over, the group 
will post them on display 
around campus.
LeBlanc said the group 
isn’t pushing any specific 
issues and instead want to 
focus on raising awareness 
about how ambiguous the
right to free speech can be.
“We hope that our events 
will cause GVSU students to 
recognize the importance of 
the right to free speech and 
expression in our society,” 
LeBlanc said. “Furthermore, 
we hope that our activities 
will cause students to think 
critically about how our so­
ciety regulates and limits 
free speech, and where those 
limitations should be.”
news @ lanthorn .com
Tabling in AuSable: Tuesday through 
Thursday
Open mic night: 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. in 
Kirkhof's Area 51.
Mark Richards lecture: Friday from 
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in Rooms 2215-2216 in 
the Kirkhof Center.
Courtesy Photo / Am Boezaart
Green team: Representatives from MEDC, MAREC and CENER pose. They are partnering for a Great Lakes study.
Great Lakes
continued from page A1
which being advanced off­
shore wind research on Ixike 
Michigan, which ties into 
the offshore wind study that 
MAREC is currently undertak­
ing. The other area that is being 
explored is advanced energy 
storage, which has to do with 
battery technology that is being 
developed.
Data collected from the re­
search will be combined with 
the data from other offshore 
wind projects and will be avail­
able to the public once the re­
search is completed.
Boezaart said the federal 
government has shown interest 
in the Great Lakes as a source
of energy production.
“There is a lot of interest 
in the Great Lakes as a po­
tential source of wind energy 
and the offshore environment, 
and the federal government, 
our Department of Energy, has 
committed to spending the next 
four to five years learning more 
and developing possible strate­
gies for developing offshore 
wind off of our East Coast, the 
Atlantic Coast region of the 
U.S., the Great Lakes as well 
as perhaps the West Coast re­
gion,” he said.
In Michigan, onshore wind 
energy production is growing 
rapidly. A new wind farm will 
be built south of Ludington, 
Mich., in the Oceana County 
area this year. Other onshore
wind farms, such as the one in 
Cadillac. Mich., are doubling 
in size.
“MAREC. by definition, 
is committed to advancing all 
forms of renewable energy, 
including wind, solar, geother­
mal, energy efficiencies, all of 
that,” he said. “And certainly 
wind energy is of great interest 
to the state of Michigan overall, 
and West Michigan in particu­
lar. Not only is this about look­
ing at the generation of energy 
but, maybe most importantly, 
the economic development 
aspects of renewable energy 
technology and wind energy in 
particular because it can result 
in new jobs in manufacturing.”
news@ lanthorn xom
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Past and present
The Student Senate may have yielded a 
disappointingly low turnout for its elections 
earlier this month, but the senators should 
not be discouraged since low student 
turnout has been a recurring problem since 
the days of Grand Valley State College.
The following is an excerpt from an article in the 1972 of the Lanthorn headlined “Low Turnout at Elections” by Barbara Cullinane. You may think that this year’s Student Senate failed in its attempt to draw out more students to vote in its 
elections, but, as this article will show, it is not an issue specific 
to today:
Student and community office elections were 
held on Monday, May 15. About 10% of the 
campus population took part. This means a 
turnout of 750. The votes were expected to be 
tallied by 10:00 the same evening. They weren’t 
finished until two days later, however. That’s 
because there weren’t enough people to count 
votes. At most there were two students at a time 
to count votes, and that’s if EXCO was lucky to 
persuade that many.
Fraternities and sororities usually take over the 
elections by putting up people to run for the three 
main offices: President of EXCO, Vice President 
of Campus Life, Vice President for campus 
activities. This is probably the only reason that 
a majority of the votes are cast, in support of 
fellow brothers and sisters. Individual students 
can’t seem to get it together to support their 
community government...
... There was no excessive campaigning this 
year, in fact, most students probably were not 
aware that there was an election. The extent of 
campaigns consisted of posters scattered about 
in opportune places, and a few tactics on election 
day. There was nothing of particular notice to 
inspire students to support the cause. Perhaps 
the truism that it’s a hopeless cause was further 
appreciated this year...
... There is no great trick to winning a student 
election. No great majority is needed, students 
can and have been elected by a majority of one.
One student was elected to the CAS senate with 
a total count of nine votes, they were all write-ins.
He was informed by mail that he had won, but 
never heard (or did) anything about it after that. 
Basically, the trick is not popularity, just having 
your name in more places. Perhaps having a nice 
name helps too, since most students don’t know 
who they’re voting for, anyway.
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Valley Vote
Should students with concealed weapon 
permits be able to carry guns on campus?
Yes: 39% No: 61 %
This week s question:
Is the online criticism Rebecca Black has 
recieved for 'Friday' warranted?
Vote online at
Lanthorn.com
GVL OPINION POLICY ■
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate 
discussion and action on topics of interest 
to the Grand Valley Community.
! Student opinions do not reflect those of 
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
; The Grand Valley lanthorn welcomes 
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
of expression for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author's name 
and be accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in person. 
Ijetters will be checked by an employee of 
tbe Grand Valley lanthorn.
* Ijetters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and 
condense letters and columns for length 
restrictions and clarity.
All letters mast be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will not be 
held responsible for errors that appear in 
print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld 
for aim pel ling reasons.
The content. information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
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YOUR THOUGHTS
Would you kick it in the front seat or kick it in the back seat?
"Front seat, 
because 1 demand 
iPod control."
"1 would kick it in 
the back because 
the kid driving 
that car looks like 
he's 12. That is not 
safe."
"Back seat, there's 
more possibilities. 
You can't lay down 
in the front seat."
"My friends don't 
pick me up - I'm 
stuck at the bus 
stop. Route 50!"
"Front seat, gotta 
have control of the 
radio."
Bob Erickson 
Psychology
Harrison Twshp., 
Mich.
Jessica Bade
Senior
Psychology
Yale, Mich.
Bernard Schaefer
Sophomore
Chemistry
Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Jamie Innis
Senior
Broadcasting
Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Austin Dingledine 
Freshman
Health Professions 
Newaygo, Mich.
GVL STUDENT OPINION
Triday'is the worst song ever, but don't blame Black
Chris 
Slattery
GVL Columnist
When Andy Warhol coined the 
phrase “ 15 minutes of fame," there 
is no doubt that he was looking into 
the future directly at Rebecca Black.
Unfortunately time has moved 
slowly for Rebecca, known across 
the country as the girl who sings 
“Friday” - the “worst song in the 
world” - and her 15 minutes are 
beginning to feel like an eternity. An 
eternity of shame and pessimistic 
notoriety.
For anyone who expects me to 
mercilessly tear Ms. Black down 
until she is a weeping, shivering 
pile of self-embarrassment, you 
are reading the wrong column. For 
anything resembling those people, 
go somewhere (anywhere) on the 
Internet.
.. .Or simply recite the first 
words to a friend: “7 a.m. waking 
up in the morning...” With that.you 
will get your instant anti-Rebecca 
fix. Just not here.
Don’t get me wrong. I hate 
everything about the song: too few
acoustic guitars for my taste, not 
enough influence from Simon & 
Garfunkel, more subject matter 
about the disparity of isolationism 
and the degradation in contempo­
rary society.
Instead. I wanted to drive a spike 
in my ear.
For me, “Friday” was no dif­
ferent from any other tween-pop 
song on the radio these days, and it 
made sense that some Mi ley Cyrus/ 
Selena Gomez-wannabe would get 
a considerable amount of criticism 
(and$l million).
What does not make sense to me 
is how much hatred is put on Black 
herself. For a country that focuses so 
much of its attention on blaming the 
media for causing self-esteem issues 
in teenagers, we certainly know how 
to raise the spirits of a 13-year-old 
girl whose only dream was to be a 
pop star.
Personally, I can’t wait until 
Rebecca gets her fairytale wed­
ding, complete with mob of trolling 
protesters outside of the church, 
exclaiming in all caps that OMFG 
THIS IS TEH WORST WEDDING 
EVR!!!
I think back to when I was 
13 years old and how devastated 
I would have been if the entire
country unanimously despised me 
for achieving my goal of being the 
world's youngest astronaut. AU of. 
those hypothetical years at Space 
Camp, only to welcome the mock­
ery of an entire nation in return.
The thing is, Rebecca didn’t 
even write the song - and if she 
had, 1 would consider it decent for 
an eighth-grader. Yes, the lyr­
ics are hilariously obvious (“Oh,
I guess I forgot what day comes 
after Thursday...”), and the music 
video produces more groans than a 
pornographic movie’s plotline, but 
1 ’m not going to be the one to heave 
all of the blame onto a girl who isn’t 
in high school yet.
Really, was anyone expecting 
deep, introspective poetry when 
they heard the first synth notes 
or the auto-tuned voice? I wasn’t 
exactly expecting Bob Dylan-like 
lyrics myself.
All Rebecca’s parents wanted 
was to make their daughter feel 
like a star, and after paying $4j000 
to ARK Music Factory, they got a 
single and a music video out of it.
That’s right, for only one year's 
worth of rent, you too could be the 
next punching bag for America!
Start saving.
cslattery© lanthorn rom
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Students should look closer before supporting proposed Rapid millage
As a GVSU alumni I was 
curious about the news that 
students were supporting the 
the Rapid's Proposed Millage 
increase. Student comments 
were all about the short con­
nector from the transfer station 
to the GVSU busline. I went 
to the GVSU website for the 
Rapid bus proposal and I no­
ticed there was nothing written 
about the Silverline which is 
the biggest portion of the Rapid 
to be funded by the tax in­
crease. Why? The Silverline is 
also not featured on The Rapids 
television commercials. It is 
important for college students 
to learn to study and read about 
tax proposals and/or politi­
cal candidates in depth before 
they leap. The Environmental 
Study of The Silverline is hid­
den way at the bottom right 
hand corner of the Rapids main 
website. This study revealed 
that the Sllverline will not be 
rapid transit and will be slower 
than the bus already in place on 
Division. In addition, intersec­
tions all along the route from 
54th street to Franklin are slat-
l
ed to FAIL if the Silverline is 
implemented. The Mitigations 
for this problem offered in the 
study is to turn off the expen­
sive Traffic Signal Priority 
system that the millage would 
pay for and operate the bus as 
a regular bus. The bus would 
still stop at most intersections, 
which is why the millions of 
tax payer dollars would not 
give anything but a duplicate 
bus back on Division avenue 
without any increase in speed. 
Unprecedented traffic conges­
tion is expected in and around 
on Division avenue. This street 
supports families who live in 
four different public school dis­
tricts. Parents will have a hard 
time getting young children to 
schools.
A lesson to be learned in 
college is politicians will not 
always give you all of the facts. 
You must search for the facts 
yourselves. When politicians 
and political groups give away 
free music and perks you have 
to read behind the lines. If you 
don't have time to read all the 
facts beyond your studies, how
\
can you support something?
As college students it is hoped 
that you are learning to care 
about the community as a 
whole. I hope students READ 
the Enviromental study and 
consider all of the communi­
ties impacted by this millage 
proposal before they vote. The 
Lakerline commuter is a very 
small part of this millage that 
could be implemented without 
a tax increase as many routes 
in the suburbs of Kent County 
have empty buses running all 
afternoon and evening now.
The impact of higher property 
taxes and how that will effect 
individual decisions to do busi­
ness and buy homes in Kent 
County should also be consid­
ered. It is important to learn 
about the biggest and most 
controversial piece of the Rap­
ids tax proposal-The Silverline- 
before you jump on board.
Joan Kowal 
GVSU alumni
Want us to publish your 
thoughts? Email us at 
editorial(S)lanthorn.com
i
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Smita Abraham Matthew Dondaville Sam Jahic Brandon Nader
Michael Agius Deborah Dopp Caleb James Megan Nadolny
Maria Ahern Kaitlin Downey Barbara Jandernoa Erika Narutsch
Mary Allis Megan Drahos Kayla Jeltema Nina Naveria
Saltana Alsoofy Lena Drake Brad Johnson Brian Nawrocki
Brittam Anderson Tim DuBois Dianna Johnson Long Nguyen
Justin Andrews Jordan Duff Kheran Joseph Samantha Nichlos
Amanda Antczak Russell Duffin Jared Kabara Hannah Nicholson
Lucas Apol Melissa Dugan Elise Kane Patrick Nothaft
Lauren Armstrong Whitney Dulla Philip Kaseka Allison Novak
Tom Arusoo Lisa Dust Bart Kassel Bertil Nshime
Sarah Axdorff Jessica Eagle Rachel Kauff Godwill Nwokocha
Amy Axline-Hillard Alexander Ebenstein Joe Kedrowski Madelyn O’Brien
Amy Ayotte Nathan Egner Ann Kendzicky Allyson O’Connor
Marci Baiz Kelly Eheman Ryan Kielbasa Kurt O’Hearn
Juddson Baldwin Eric Eiswerth Greg King Dale O’Leary
Kristin Barber Lisa Ellis Laura Kirby Tyler Oatmen
Andrea Barger Ryan Enck Charalene Kiser Michael Ochalek
Holly Barone Kyle Eno Kase Knochenhauer Kristine Ostby
Katherine Bauer Jeremy Espinoza Chelsea Kobus Trevor Parish
Eric Baumgarten Jordan Evans Jesse Kogelman Elizabeth Parker
Allison Baza ire Amanda Faber Nalia Kovacevic Angie Parsons
Lauren Beachum Kathryn Fahlstrom Stacey Kowalczyk Gregory Patten
Aaron Beebe Ashley Fallon Kelseyann Kremers Allison Pentecost
Lindsey Beeler Matt Farber Nathan Krings Alan Perzanowski
Timothy Beenen Teodora Fatchikova Susan Krizmamch Eric Petersen
Arielle Beliveau Brianna Ferguson Chris Kubont Douglas Peterson
Katherine Belknap Nicholas Fernandez Andrew Kuck Todd Peterson
Ricardo Benavidez Elizabeth Fielder Austin Kuipers Jennifer Phelan
Marco Benedetti Matthew Figlewicz Chad Kuntz Michael Phillips
Ashley Berish Katy Fisher Patrick Laarman Patricia Phillips
Jeffrey Beurkens Sean Fisk Terri LaLonde Julie Pluger
Kyle Bibby Ryan Flaherty Lauren Laman Stephanie Podein
Boe Bissett Bridgette Flynn Ross Lamberts Marilynn Porritt
Jacob Blossfeld Alisha Foley Brenna Lamphear Brittany Powell
Jared Boeve Casey Folkertsma Aaron Lamphere Kristen Powers
Matthew Boeve Eliscia Fought Kendra LaPres Joseph Presutti
Matthew Boike John Frazier Matt Larsen Srecko Prodanovic
Lisa Bol Mallory Fuhst Jon Lautenbach Erin Pruitt
Phyllis Boone Marylynn Gaastra Susan Lawless Sara Pugh
Timothy Botting Alexandra Gabrielli Claude Leblanc Susan Raaymakers
Felix Boucher Jordan Gallagher Mm Lee Paul Rahrig
Eric Bouwhuis Zachary Garlets Kyle Legant Krista Rapisarda
Samuel Bowerman Allison Gaskell Kaityln Lemon Marie Rathburg
Sandra Braden Stefan ie Gasko Jennifer Liebig Sharcy Ray
Dommque Bradshaw Brad Geal William Lindberg Samuel Reed
Princess Braxton-Davis Kibrom Gebre-Egziabher Clayton Lipski Alexander Repeck
Carley Breen Rachel Gerritts Colton Lock Samantha Resendez
Amy Brinch Samir Ghriri Patrick Louden Daniel Rhode
Carter Brown Nicole Gibbons Andrea Lowing Kiely Rich
Katelyn Buchholz Adrienne Gibson Andrew Lux Daniel Rhode
Teddie Buchner Chad Gier Stephanie Ly Kiely Rich
Jennifer Buddemeier Bethany Gieseler Alex MacDonald Daniel Richard
Katie Bunnell Kendall Gilbert Hayden Macintosh William Richardson
Chris Burdis Deana Girbach Nick Macksood Thomas Riddering
Nathan Burke Megan Glazier Christopher MacLean Patrick Roach
Paul Bussey Bryan Goetz Scott Maclellan Thomas Rogers
Katherine Butler Stefan Goetz Zach Madaj Jacob Rohde
Amber Calkins Andrea Gomez Cervantes John Maddox Scott Rood
Melissa Cannan Timothy Goralski Kelly Madrid Cody Rose
Carmen Carabulea Ann Gracz James Scott Maginity Latricia Rozeboom
Michael Carbott Deborah Grebenok Carson Mahoney Martha Rozsi
Megan Carter Alyson Greenwall Jackie Main Diana Rutledge
Hannah Cavicchio Dan Greer Nicholas Maki Nicole Rydahl
David Cech Lily Guerrero Lisa Maleski Chelsea Sage
Rusheeswar Challa Lisa Guiher Matthew Malloure Andy Sanford
Rob Chase Tiffany Hackett Scott Marecek Akshay Sarathi
Kathryn Childs Cody Hager Michael Martin Scott Sarver
Tina Chirco Annie Hakim Jennifer Marx Ryan Sawyer
James Chittisane Katie Hammond Nick Mason Anna Schaar
Chelsey Chizick Eric Hansen Brittan Masters Christopher Scheiber
Molly Cohn Nathaniel Hansen Jeremy May Logan Schendel
Alan Cole Shelby Harrigan Kristin Me Barnes Kayleen Schepper
Benjamin Coleman Erin Harshberger Patrick McCarthy Timothy Schilling Jr.
Douglas Coleman Jill Haske Courtney McCotter Brianne Schoegl
Chelsey Colley Chaille Hathaway Zachary McCurley David Schlueter
Callista Cook Amanda Haupt Russell McDaniel Tony Schnotala
Erin Cooke Heather Hayward Bridgette McGuire Matthew Schroeder
Ryan Corgan Stacy Heggen Rachelle McLaughlin Brian Schulte
Ninive Costa Alyce Hemlein Kaylie McLeay Jessica Schultz
Natalie Cotela Samantha Hemlen Natalie McQuillan Aaron Schutza
Lucas Cotton Katie Hekstra Matt McRae Kathleen Sexton
Kate Coveney Dustin Helsel Taylor Medellin Carly Seyferth
Carly Crookston Nathaniel Higginson Amanda Mercer Janaki Shah
Kelsey Crowley Liberty Hightower Benjamin Meyer Kraig Shattuck
Thad Cummings Tamara Hillman Melissa Meyer Lisa Shattuck
Jared Curley Ryan Hinkley Brianna Middlewood Justin Shields
Bryan Curnutte Corina Hinterman Kristie Mielke Stephen Shields
Donald Curry Stefan Hitchcock Dustin Mier Joey Shier
Sara Damm Julia Hoekstra Jessica A. Miller Bruce Shultz
Adam Davis Stephan Hoekwater Jessica R. Miller Brietney Sierzant
Joshua Davis Ashley Horton Jesse Miller Meghann Sikora
Kari De Vries Christopher Howard Nathaniel Miller Kristen Simon
Kevin Dearnley Eric Howard Andrea Mitchell Matthew Simon
Noreen Delgado Jonathan Howard Jordan Moeggenberg Scott Simonson
Charles DeLisle Samuel Howard Suzanna Mohney Leslie Skora
Trevor DeWaard Aaron Howe William Monroe Robert Slider
Jessica Dick Kelly Howell Anothony Montoya John Smit
Mike Dilloway Megan Hurley Amanda Moore Brandt Smith
Elizabeth Dixon Alex Hutchins Ashley Moore Kody Smith
Brianne Docter Farah Itani Joel Mounts Lauren Smith
Pushpaja Dodla Joe Jablonski Matt Musser Nicholas A. Smith
Nicholas J. Smith 
Kayla Smogoleski 
Adam Snoap 
Philip Snyder 
Lena Spadacene 
Jordan Sparks 
Trevor Spoelma 
Alexandra Spurlock 
Colene Srackangast 
Kyle Stanford 
Andy Starr
Benjamin Steavenson
Tyler Steimle
Molly Stein
Jacob Stillson
Michael Stockoski
Erika Stoike
Audrey Stout
Lindsay Stoyka
Anothony Straley
Sean Stratil
Holly Stratton
Jason Street
Ashley Strotbaum
Blanie Sullivan
Nicole Summers
Joshua Swem
Andrea Szura
Jennifer Tagett
Shawna Tanner
Leah Tarrant
Andrew Taylor
Jori Teshima
Ben Thome
Kirsten Tissue
Nurzhan Tokzhumanov
Olvi Tole
Trisha Tomkins
Jennifer Torreano
Luis Torres
William Treat
Natalie Trevino
Chelsea Turner
Sandy Ung
Emma Vanacker
Matt Vance
Willaim VanDeCar
April VanDenburg
Cynthia Vander Moren
Katherine VanderLaan
Laura VanPelt
Amy Ver Wey
Michele Verellen
Justin Vice
Lauren Villalobos
Drew Vista
Candace Vos
Michele Vuillemot
Dean Waldron
Kaili Walker
Linda Walker
Nathan Walker
Megan Walling
Kelsey Walukonis
Wade Weaver
Tammy Weeks
Katherine Weir
Kirsten Werner
Julie Wesselink
Logan Westrick
Ashley Wharton
Candice Wheat
Mary Whitworth
Brittany Wildgen
Hailey Wilmot
Michael Wilson
Stephanie Wiltse
Maxwell Wingelaar
Kevin Wolf
Elizabeth Wood
Katelyn Wood
Shelby Wood
Juila Wright
Shawn Wright
Jody Wycech
Cassandra Wygant
Elizabeth Zavala-Arellano
Troy Zeigler
Kristen Zeiter
Monica Zipple
Grady Zuiderveen
16th Annual
Grand Valley State University ♦ April 13,2011
The campus community is invited to attend presentations and performances by the following students:
I
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»GYMNASTICS AT 
NATIONALS Courtesy Photo / GVSU Gymnastics
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SPORTS SHORTS
MURPHY SETS
INEW SCHOOL
RECORD
I
The Grand 
Valley 
State Uni- 
v e r s i t y 
women's 
track team 
finished 
seventh at 
the Miami 
I (OH) Invi-
Saturday, MURPHY 
and sophomore Liz Murphy 
set a new school record in 
the hammer throw. Murphy 
earned a first-place finish and 
an automatically qualified for 
the NCAA Outdoor Champion­
ships in the hammer after post­
ing the new-record throw of 
200'10". The team totaled 48.5 
points for the seventh place 
finish, as three other Lakers hit 
the NCAA provisional mark in 
the hammer throw. Katelyn Fox 
recorded a distance of 170'11" 
followed by teammates Alyssa 
Zokoe at 167'09" and Jamie 
Smith at 163'09". The Lakers 
reached provisional marks in 
a multitude of other events, 
including shot put, high jump 
and the 400-meter dash. They 
will compete in split squad 
events starting on Thursday, 
with some of the team travel­
ing to Walnut, Calif, for the Mt. 
SAC Relays.
TRACK AND FIELD 
FINISHES SIXTH
MIAMI INVITATIONAL
The Grand Valley State Uni­
versity men's track and field 
team finished in sixth place 
with 51 points at the Miami 
(OH) Invitational on Saturday 
evening in Oxford, Ohio. Senior 
Jovon Faulk finished fourth 
in the 100-meter dash with a 
time of 11.09, while freshman 
Nathaniel Hammersmith fin­
ished seventh (11.16). Junior 
Austin Brown recorded a time 
of 1:55:27 in the 800-meter run 
for a ninth-place finish. In the 
400-meter hurdles, freshman 
Chris Teitsma earned a provi­
sional mark by finishing third 
with a time of 53.26, followed 
by teammates Logan Hoffman 
(fifth) and Deonte Hurst (sev­
enth). In the field events, senior 
Quinton Dennis placed sixth in 
the pole vault with a height of 
15'5". Junior Matt Armstrong 
also earned a provisional mark 
in the shot put, finishing sec­
ond behind a mark of 57'3.75". 
The Lakers will be back in ac­
tion at the Mt. SAC Relays on 
Thursday.
STANDINGS
SOFTBALL
1. GVSU (13-1)
2. Ashland (13-1)
3. Tiffin (13-3)
4. Saginaw Valley (12-4)
5. Ferris State (10-6)
6. Wayne State (7-5)
7. Findlay (6-8)
8. Northwood (5-7)
9. Hillsdale (5-7)
10. ODU (2-14)
BASEBALL
1. GVSU (12-1)
2. Wayne State (9-3)
3. Ashland (6-6)
4. Lake Erie (7-7)
5. Northwood (6-6)
6. UDU (6-6)
7. Saginaw Valley (6-8)
8. Hillsdale (5-9)
9. Tiffin (5-10)
10. Findlay (4-10)
HITTERS PARADISE.
11 homers power weekend sweep
Team hits .392. smacked 48 homers
Softball success
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Senior Reporter
T
he Grand Valley State 
University softball 
team shredded visiting 
Lake Superior State Uni­
versity’s pitching staff this 
past weekend en route to a four-game 
sweep as the Lakers extended their win 
streak to 10 games.
The Lakers (27-4, 13-1 GL1AC)
swept visiting Lake Superior State
University (4-19, 1-15 
GLIAC) thanks to a // 
combined 11 home
runs, three of which 
came off the bat of 
freshman third base- 
man Miranda Cleary.
“I really don’t 
even keep track of 
how many 1 hit,” said 
Cleary, who went
6-for-8 on Saturday. “I 
know I have them, but 
I don’t like to know the 
exact number because 
I think team-hitting is 
more important than 
individual.”
The Lakers completed the sweep 
with 4-2 and 10-2 wins during Sun­
day’s twinbill action. Sophomore out­
fielder Brittany Taylor slugged two
homers on the day while sophomore 
pitcher Katie Martin added another to 
her growing total.
In the opening inning of game one 
on Saturday, freshman Tonya Calkins 
cleared the bases with a three-run shot, 
her fifth of the season. Cleary then 
stepped up and drilled a monster solo 
shot of her own, one that went over the 
scoreboard in left field.
“The hitting is definitely conta­
gious,” said Calkins, a first baseman. 
“We’ve almost normalized home runs, 
but once one person hits a bomb, we 
all let loose and un­
leash the beast.”
That combina­
tion of power was 
just the start for the 
Lakers as they used 
solid defense and 
pitching to cruise to 
an 8-0 win.
“1 think it’s great. 
I mean, it’s not just 
one person - it’s the 
whole team,” said 
sophomore pitcher 
Katie Martin. “All 
through the lineup, 
any one person 
can hit it. So it’s re­
ally exciting that we’re all hitting it so 
well.”
While the 8-0 win in game one was 
dominating, the team performed an en-
The hitting is 
definitely contagious. 
We've almost 
normalized home 
runs, but once one 
person hits a bomb, 
we all let loose and 
unleash the beast/7
-Tonya Calkins
Freshman first baseman
Taking aim: Sophomore Nellie Kosola swings at a pitch during Saturday's 
match up. The team hit 11 home runs throughout the weekend.
core in game two. After falling behind 
two runs due to a sloppy first inning, 
the team took control of the game.
On a day when Martin had a rela­
tively normal 5-for-8 day at the plate, 
Cleary and company picked up the 
slack and took it to the visiting Lakers.
GVSU continued its home run 
streak with a Cleary solo shot in the 
first. The Lakers scored their first nine 
runs of the day on home runs and added 
three more from sophomore Kayleigh 
Bertram, sophomore Briauna Taylor 
and Calkins.
“In 21 years of coaching. I’ve never 
had a team this good at hitting,” said 
GVSU head coach Doug Woods. “You 
have to hope the wheels don’t fall off, 
but it’s nice when your 7-8-9 hitters can 
keep it up too.”
This team is the best in all of Divi­
sion II in terms of batting average (.392) 
and slugging percentage (.637), but its 
home run totals (51 to opponents’ 12) 
are the dominating statistic.
Before this season, the program’s 
season-high for home runs was 43, set 
in 2007. With the season a little over 
the half way point, these Lakers have 
already eclipsed the record and are on 
pace for an eye-popping 81 long balls.
“1 think this would be more of a 
streak if everyone was going up there 
with wild swings,” Woods said. “In 
a coaching career, I don’t know how 
much you see something like this. It 
helps you sleep a little better at night.”
GVSU will next see action against 
Hillsdale College Wednesday for a 
doubleheader set to begin at 3 p.m.
bfredericksen @ lanthorn xom
GVL / Nicole Lamson
Softball sweep: Sophomore Briauna Taylor runs towards home during Saturday's 
game against Lake Superior State University. The Lakers are on a 10-win streak.
Dodgeball falls just short of fifth-straight title
GVL/ Nicole Lamson
Senior capitan Jimmy Strokes evades an opponents throw during a past 
matchup
By Derek Wolff
GVL Assistant Sports Editor
D
espite four consec­
utive national cham­
pionship crowns, no 
one expected the 
Grand Valley State University 
dodgeball team to return for the 
title game at the onset of the 
2010-2011 season.
Instead, the team defied the 
odds and made a run for an un­
precedented fifth-straight title, 
falling just short with under a 
minute to go in a gut-wrenching 
2-1 defeat to Central Michigan 
University in the title game on 
Sunday afternoon.
The Lakers went 6-1 over the 
weekend after defeating North­
eastern State University, DePaul 
University, Ohio State Univer­
sity, Kansas State University, 
Michigan State University and 
Michigan State University en 
route to the title game with Cen­
tral Michigan.
Playing with only three ex­
perienced seniors and taking 12 
newcomers to the tournament, 
many had written the Lakers
off. Senior co-captain Greg 
Trippiedi was impressed with 
the play of his young squad.
“We would not have been in 
the championship game without 
the younger guys stepping up,” 
Trippiedi said. “They were a 
major part of the reason that we 
made it as far as we did in a year 
where a lot of teams thought 
that we would be rebuilding. 
Instead, we were tied with the 
national champion with 30 sec­
onds to go.”
Junior Brian Savalle agreed 
that the young, inexperienced 
team did a great job in getting 
the team to their fifth-straight 
title birth.
“We had to throw a lot of 
our younger guys out there and 
had three first time players on 
the varsity squad,” Savalle said. 
“'They stepped up huge in this 
tournament for us and played 
really well for first year play­
ers.”
Central Michigan domi­
nated their competition all year 
and was the No. I overall seed 
going into the tournament, but 
GVSU put up a major fight. The 
leakers opened up a 1-0 lead,
but the Chippewas tied it up at 
1-1 shortly before half time. Di­
saster struck late in the second 
half, with Central Michigan get­
ting a crucial second point with 
around 33 seconds.
“It was two evenly matched 
teams but someone needed to 
win and someone needed to 
lose,” Trippiedi said. “It’s a 
game that comes down to the 
clock a lot and at the end of the 
first half we did not close them 
out. In the second half we were 
trying to play for overtime, and 
we held out for all but 30 sec­
onds.”
There was no shame for the 
Lakers to lose to Central after 
the season that the Chippewas 
had.
“We played really well, but 
Central is a phenomenal team 
and they came out one point 
better than us today,” Savalle 
said.
The Leakers will hope to re­
capture the title next year, and 
will be poised to make another 
deep run with the amount of 
talent and experienced players 
expected to return.
dwolff@ lanthorn xom
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MEN'S LACROSSE
All-around game carries GV in weekend sweep
Offense scores 48 goals, defense allows just five to 
give Lakers ninth, 10th wins of season
GVL Archive / Nicole Lamson
Just so easy: Junior Tyler McCullen battles an opponent. The Lakers scored 48 goals in two games this past weekend.
By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor
When the undefeated 
Grand Valley State University 
men’s lacrosse team beats its 
opponents, it is an ugly spec­
tacle for the other sideline.
The Lakers (10-0 MCLA) 
stomped Grove City Col­
lege and Southern Connecti­
cut State University in Grove 
City, Pa., this weekend after 
winning two games by a com­
bined score of 48-5.
GVSU head coach Tim 
Murray said after the weekend 
sweep it was the type of se­
ries that allowed the Lakers to 
play a lot of second- and third- 
string players.
“We were able to get a lot 
of guys on the field, and that’s 
the kind of thing that will pay 
dividends as the season goes 
on,” said Murray, whose team 
won 19-2 on Friday and 29-3 
the next day. “Especially with 
the intensity and quality of 
schedule that we play, kids are 
going to get banged up and 
beaten up. So it’s always nice 
to have that experience to be 
able to rely on.”
For the No. 1 -ranked Lak­
ers, it has been five straight 
games now in which the final 
score has gotten well out of 
hand. Since a 16-5 romp of
then-No. 2-ranked Davenport 
University on March 17, the 
Lakers have gone 5-0 and out- 
scored their opponents 119- 
15.
“Our confidence is pretty 
high, but we haven’t really 
played the top caliber oppo­
nents that we did at the be­
ginning of the season,” said 
sophomore defender Mike 
Stankiewicz. “Right now 
we’re at a pretty easy stretch, 
and we’re excited to play Day- 
ton next weekend. So hopeful­
ly a win against them will pick 
our spirits up even more.”
In that beginning of the 
season, the Lakers also beat 
current No. 2-ranked Univer­
sity of St. Thomas 16-14, their 
closest regular season game of 
the year.
Although the team has con­
tinued its winning ways since 
then, Murray said he is not yet 
satisfied with his team’s play.
“We have a perfect record 
to this point, but we have yet 
to play perfect lacrosse,” he 
said. “There are lots of ways 
that we need to improve going 
forward. We had a big week­
end, but we are by no means 
playing to our potential.”
He added the prospect that 
the top-ranked team can still 
develop is a promising sign for 
the rest of the season.
“One of the things that’s
//
We have a 
perfect record to 
this point, but we 
have yet to play 
perfect lacrosse " 
Tim Murray 
GVSU head coach
encouraging is the fact that we 
are beating teams pretty hand­
ily,” he said. “We are No. 1 in 
the nation, but there are still 
areas for us to improve.”
The next couple matchups 
for GVSU should be closer 
than the last four the team has 
played as the Lakers will be 
up against No. 23 Ferris State 
University and No. 7 Dayton 
University.
“It’ll be exciting to get the 
engines revved up and play 
against them,” said sophomore 
defender C.J. Scholl. “A lot of 
us are going to be pretty ex­
cited for this next one. As long 
as we can play at the top of our 
level, we’ll be able to do pretty 
well for ourselves.”
The Lakers will face Ferris 
State at 8 p.m. on Wednesday 
in Big Rapids and will return 
home on Saturday for a 3 p.m. 
match-up against Dayton on 
the GVSU athletic fields.
sports @ lanthorn .coni
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Undefeated team improves to 28-0 in first April game
GVL Archive / Andrew Mills
Formidable foes: Senior Darylann Trout swings in a past practice. Trout has been victorious in 20 consecutive singles matches as a member of the undefeated women's tennis team, which extended its undefeated record this weekend.
____________ —
By Jon Adamy
GVL Staff Writer
After almost a month with­
out playing another team, the 
Grand Valley State University
WINTER
CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the water reduction 
from last year in the month of 
November
11220 gal
women’s tennis team got back 
to doing what it has done best 
this season — winning.
The Leakers improved to a 
perfect 28-0 on the season af­
ter crushing Hope College 9-0 
on Friday. GVSU’s strong play 
has been backed by strong re­
sults in the singles games, as 
several Lakers have double­
digit singles streaks. Senior 
Darylann Trout extended her 
streak to 20 singles match in a 
row while freshmen Lexi Rice
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www.ironwoodself-storage.com
453-2982
1140 Wilson N.W. • Walker Zi
and Anne Morin have won 14 
and 11 matches in a row, re­
spectfully.
While most tennis teams 
have a conference tournament 
in the spring, the GLIAC cham­
pionship is held in the fall. The 
difference in scheduling led to 
a one month break in competi­
tion for the leakers.
Trout was undeterred and 
said she likes the way the 
schedule works out for the 
team, even if it means having 
a long break before the start of 
national competition.
“We get an extended season 
when these other teams barely 
even play a match or two in the 
fall, and we’re playing all year 
round,” Trout said. “I think it’s
an advantage to us because 
we’re playing almost twice as 
much as the other teams.”
GVSU head coach John 
Black said while the team 
started out a little slow against 
Hope, they quickly returned to 
form. The team has only two 
more matches scheduled be­
fore the start of the National 
Championships.
“We’ve been practicing 
pretty much non-stop,” Black 
said. "We just need to get a 
couple matches in before na­
tionals to get us back in that 
mindset of playing at 100 per­
cent from the first point of the 
match onwards.”
Senior Chelsea Johnston 
said it was nice for the team to
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I think (our 
schedule is) an 
advantage to us 
because we're 
playing almost 
twice as much as 
other teams/' 
-Darylann Trout 
GVSU senior
have a chance to rest during its 
time off from competition and 
they were confident going into 
the match against Hope after 
practicing singles and doubles 
matches during the week.
“I personally didn’t feel 
rusty because we’ve had prac­
tice for the past few weeks, but 
it was definitely different play­
ing other people,” she said. “I 
think it helped to get out there
and play a match, and even 
if they weren’t the toughest 
competition it was nice to get 
back in the competing mindset 
again ”
Black said his team’s goal is 
to make it to the finals in the na­
tional championships and play 
their best tennis against tough 
opponents. In his seven years at 
GVSU, he said he believes this 
year’s team to be his best.
“From top to bottom this is 
the strongest team that we’ve 
ever had here,” Black said. 
“We’ve had teams that might 
have had a better doubles play­
er or a stronger singles player, 
but this is the deepest team in 
that on a given day, the last 
person team could beat the best 
person on the team.”
The Lakers will return to ac­
tion on Wednesday when they 
travel to Calvin College for a 4 
p.m. matchup.
jadumy@ lanthorn jcom
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BASEBALL
Lakers take three of four from SVSU
Cardinals end Lakers’ 14-game win streak in opener; Lakers reclaim final three weekend games
By Derek Wolff
Assistant Sports Editor
As the saying goes, all good things must 
come to an end.
The Grand Valley State University men’s 
baseball team saw its 14-game win streak come 
to an end Saturday afternoon with a 6-1 loss in 
game one of a doubleheader against GLIAC 
rival Saginaw Valley State University.
The No. 3 Lakers rebounded from their 
. game one loss with a 5-0 win in game two and 
' then took both games from Saginaw Valley on 
. ; Sunday, winning two close ones, 5-3 and 8-7.
The Lakers held off the visiting Cardinals 
, in game two on Sunday behind a strong effort 
. from the bullpen after starter junior Christopher 
Whitney was knocked out by five runs in his 
second inning of work. Junior right-hander 
. Cory Rademacher earned the win, giving up 
' two hits in his two innings of relief.
Sophomore southpaw Brad Zambron picked 
up two saves on the day, earning his fifth of the 
season after striking out two batters in his 1 
• 2/3 inning of work in game two. First baseman 
Giancarlo Brugnoni, a red-shirted freshman , 
. went 2-for-4 in game two with 2 RBI’s and 
a run scored, while junior center fielder Cody 
Grice also went 2-for-4 and drove in one.
Following Saturday’s game one loss, the 
Lakers had a more patient approach at the plate 
for the rest of the series and calmed down to 
focus on getting back to what had made them 
successful during the win streak.
“In between games (on Saturday) we 
calmed ourselves down and just focused on 
playing the game we’ve been playing lately,” 
Grice said. “We’ve succeeded by using the 
whole field, keeping the ball down to hit line 
drives and not trying to do too much with it. 
That has been working well and we’ve been 
able to string hits together and push runs 
across.”
In Saturday’s opener, the Lakers fell behind 
early and couldn’t recover from a pair of 
errors. Senior Joe Jablonski dropped to 4-1 on 
the season despite only allowing two earned 
runs in his 4 1/3 innings of work.
GVL/Andrew Mills
Reclaiming victory: Junior second baseman Garrett Vatch swings and foul tips during Saturday's second game against 
Saginaw Valley State University. The Lakers split the games, losing the first and coming out on top during the second.
With over 450 wins and 13 seasons as head 
coach under his belt, Steve Lyon knows that 
double headers are very hard to sweep and 
occasionally win streaks have to end.
“When you win 14 in a row, you know it’s 
going to stop somewhere along the line,” Lyon 
said. “The guy who threw the first game for 
them had some velocity and pounded the zone 
and we had a few bad breaks. We didn’t play 
great defense, but that’s baseball - you play 
enough games and sometimes you come out 
a little fiat.”
In game two, junior right-hander Kyle 
Schepel improved to 5-0 by making quick 
work of the Cardinals, giving up only three 
hits in six strong innings.
“I always try to throw my best and had 
confidence that our team would bounce back,” 
Schepel said. “I tried to work quick to keep 
the infield ready since it keeps everyone in 
the game more and we usually play better. We 
knew that we didn’t play our best (in game 
one) and came back determined to win.”
Schepel’s pitching was dominant, as the 
junior did not allow a hit until the fourth inning 
and worked quickly to keep the Cardinals’ 
hitters off balance. Lyon was clearly pleased 
with the end result.
“Kyle has been pitching very well,” he said. 
“He did a great job coming out and putting up 
some zeros on the board and gave us a chance 
to get ahead and feel comfortable.”
GVL / Andrew Mills 
Home stretch: Paul Young rounds third on Saturday.
When you win 14 in a 
row, you know it's going 
to stop somewhere 
along the line/7
-Steve Lyon
GVSU head coach
Lyon cited the depth of the Laker’s starting 
pitching as instrumental in their success, 
and said that it has been nice having three 
potential No. 1 starters in Jablonski, Schepel 
and Garman at the top of the rotation.
The Lakers will put their new three-game 
win streak on the line against Hillsdale 
College tomorrow afternoon on the road for a 
doubleheader beginning at 2 p.m.
As of Sunday afternoon, there is a possibility 
that the game might be moved to Allendale, 
weather pending.
dw olff@ lanthorn .com
Be our guest.
Spring classes start May 9. Summer classes start June 29.
Pick up some extra credits, or stay one step ahead of the competition. Enrolling in Spring/Summer classes at Wayne State 
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recognizes
superhero cancer survivors
12-hour event raises $96,887 for cancer research
GVL / Nicole Lamson
College for a cure: (Left) Relay for Life participants and survivors march in Friday's event. (Right) A survivor walks a lap at Relay, which raised more than $95,000.
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor
"ost of Friday evening into Satur­
day morning, the Fieldhouse Are­
na had a celebratory atmosphere. 
.Children and college students 
bounced down inflated slides in one comer of 
the indoor track and purchased coffee drinks and 
ice cream in another.
But at several points 
throughout the night, the main 
stage brought the focus back to 
the reason everyone had gath­
ered for the 12-hour marathon 
event: cancer.
The 2011 Relay for Life, 
hosted by Colleges Against 
Cancer, was held in the Field- 
house Arena. The event kicked 
off at 6 p.m. and lasted until 6 
a.m., and proceeds from the 
event will go to the American 
Cancer Society.
When the night was over, a 
final tally showed that the event 
managed to raise $96,887.
“We’ve raised more money 
than we ever have,” said Brit 
Thorp, president of Colleges 
Against Cancer. “We’ve had 
more teams participate than 
we ever have.”
Many of the events that 
took place throughout the 
night tied into the theme,
“Saving the World, One Relay 
At A Time!” Some took a lap 
dressed as their favorite super­
heroes, and later on the main 
stage, members from some 
teams took part in Name That 
Superhero, a quiz that tested 
participants' knowledge of the 
heroes of popular culture.
Throughout the celebra­
tions, small signs reminded 
the participants about the rea­
son they came together. Be­
tween the rows of chairs lay a 
clump of hair. People dressed 
in purple “Celebrate. Remem­
ber, Fight Back” t-shirts to in­
dicate their status as survivors 
of cancer.
The traditional Luminaria Ceremony, in 
which people lit candles inside of white paper 
bags that were available for less than $1, halted 
the people walking around the track and drew 
their attention to the main stage.
“Our track is illuminated by Luminaria. 
Each one represents a treasured relationship. 
They represent people, each with a name and a 
story to tell,” Thorp said. “As these Luminaria 
glow through the night, they represent a shared 
vision for a cancer-free future, a future where no 
one would ever again hear the words,4 You have 
; cancer.’”
The Luminaria had with the names of loved 
ones who have been affected by cancer. During 
the ceremony, names scrolled on a big screen 
and participants walked a lap in around the track 
in their honor.
Colleges Against Cancer also organized a 
ceremony to recognize the people who provide 
assistance to those with cancer.
“A caregiver can be anyone who provides 
support for a patient during their cancer jour­
ney,” said Patricia Devine, service and survi­
vorship committee chair for Colleges Against 
Cancer. “It can be a friend providing a meal, a 
- nurse who provides care to a patient while they
Relay
by the numbers
Participants
1,915
Teams
107
Surinvors
71
Total raised before Relay
$76,000
Total raised after Relay
$96,887
are receiving treatment, a child sharing a picture 
they’ve drawn or a coworker who just takes time 
to call and ask how things are going.”
Karen Webber-Swanson spoke during the 
Caregiver Ceremony about how caregivers in­
fluenced her cancer trial. In December 2009, 
when Webber-Swanson went fora routine breast 
exam, the expressions on her doctors' faces told 
her something was wrong. She lost her job half a 
year later, and in July 2010, she got married.
On August 21, 2010, 
after she sought a second 
opinion, the doctor told her 
she had cancer.
“From there it was a 
whirlwind of tests, figur­
ing out who and where I 
wanted to get my treatment 
from - chemo ... not being 
able to taste food, losing 
my hair and feeling like I 
was losing myself,” she 
said.
Webber-Swanson said 
her caregivers - her team 
of doctors and nurses - 
helped her bear the strug­
gle with cancer.
“1 had originally been 
referred to a surgeon who I 
felt treated me like a speci­
men,” she said.
After leaving a doctor’s 
visit feeling confused, she 
researched for other poten­
tial doctors.
“She, her P.A. and nurse 
wrote everything down for 
me,” she said. “They made 
sure I understood anything 
I had questioned. She also 
put together a crack team 
of doctors to handle the 
rest of my treatments.”
She said aside from the 
medical staff working on 
her case, the most influen­
tial caregiver has been her 
husband.
“At first 1 didn’t know 
how much care I was go­
ing to need, and I honestly 
didn’t want to ask for help,” 
she said. “I kept telling my 
husband that emotionally I 
felt like a big baby and that what my body was 
feeling was not me.”
She said he helped her to realize her pain 
was legitimate, and her doctors were available 
to help her endure.
When her arm turned purple, Webber-Swan­
son's husband drove her to the Grand Rapids 
emergency room, not the local hospital. Her port 
had caused clots in four veins. She was hospi­
talized and required to take blood thinners upon 
her release.
Her husband gave her the mandatory injec­
tions in the stomach.
Webber-Swanson said, however, the most 
important caregiver has to be yourself.
“When it comes to how you feel about your­
self, your husband may say you look beauti­
ful, but you need to believe it, which is hard 
when you feel like an alien,” she said. “Cancer 
is tough, but dealing with it is tougher. So get 
that wig, draw on those eyebrows and drag your 
husband to six different stores until you find that 
perfect hat.”
The American Cancer Society will still ac­
cept Relay for Life donations at their local of­
fice. located at 129 Jefferson Ave. SE in Grand 
Rapids.
lakerlife@ lanthorn com
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Child's play: A Grand Valley football 
player has fun with a child during 
Friday's Relay for Life event.
Students exchange steps for 
dollars to cancer research
By Marc Maycroft
GVL Staff Writer
With the snow finally gone and the weather 
beginning to break, many return to the side­
walks to work off those winter pounds. For 
Grand Valley State University sophomore 
Matt Kuivenhoven, however, springtime and 
sidewalks are opportunities to bring hope for 
people suffering from cancer.
Kuivenhoven is a member of the pre-Stu- 
dent Osteopathic Medicine Association, an 
organization for students looking to enter the 
medical field. His life was affected by cancer 
in 2010 when his grandmother succumbed to 
the disease.
“On my birthday on July 6, 2010, she 
seemed to be in perfect health,” he said. “Three 
months later, she was dead.”
Her unexpected death inspired Kuiven­
hoven to sponsor an event in her honor to help 
raise money to combat the disease that took 
her life.
On Saturday, Pre-SOMA will sponsor the 
first Gail Easter Memorial 5K Run to battle 
lung cancer. The run will take place on the 
Grand Valley State University campus and 
will begin at 9 a.m. Runners will pay a regis­
tration fee of $ 10 for students and $ 15 for non­
students. Same-day registration will increase 
prices by $5. Additionally, donations are al­
ways welcome, either on race day or through 
the event’s website, www.gvsupresoma.webs. 
com.
While the group expects about 75 people 
to run the race, Kuivenhoven said they hope 
more people sign up so they can donate more 
money to combat the disease.
FYe-SOMA is teaming with the Van Andel 
Research Institute for this event, and 100 per­
cent of the proceeds will go to cancer research 
atVAI.
“I believe that this run will help take steps 
to cure cancer because it gets the community 
involved,” Kuivenhoven said. “1 also think 
that a lot of people see how deadly cancer is, 
and they want to help. This event gives them
that ability to contribute to a greater cause.”
The Van Andel Research Institute con­
tinues to make steady progress in cancer re­
search. VAI recently released a new technolo­
gy that allows doctors to detect cancer sooner, 
which can sometimes increase the likelihood 
of remission. Pre-SOMA hopes the money 
they donate can help produce the next break­
through in the field of medicine.
Currently, more than 11 million people are 
diagnosed and more than 500,000 die from 
cancer each year in the U.S. Institutions like 
VAI continue to search for a cure through re­
search and development of new technologies 
that can aid doctors in diagnosing, treating and
one day curing
//
I believe that 
this run will 
help take steps 
to cure cancer 
because it gets 
the community 
involved/7
-Matt Kuivenhoven
Memorial run organizer
cancer.
“We have 
been blessed by 
people in the 
community, like 
Matt, who em­
brace what we 
do here,” said 
Gerilyn May 
of VAI. “It’s an 
honor to work 
with people 
who are willing 
to conduct these 
events to help
raise money.”
Since 2009, VAI sponsored 52 Commu­
nity for a Cure events and raised more than 
$200XXX) for cancer research.
“We are funded by a generous endowment 
from the Van Andel family that keeps our 
lights on and water running, and we conduct 
research mainly funded by federal grants,” 
said Tim Hawkins, communications director 
of VAI.
“Every dollar (from) an event like Matt’s 
goes directly to research,” May added. “That 
is why every dollar matters.”
The Gail Easter Memorial 5k Run will have 
a table in Kirkhof Center all week to register 
runners for the event and collect donations.
mmaycroft@ lanthorn com
Survivors celebrate another happy birthday
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor
For cancer survivors and their families, 
birthdays are more than just another day on the 
calendar — they’re a mark of survival.
Before the relay, cancer survivors and their 
caregivers gathered in the Alumni House for a 
dinner to celebrate another year of birthdays.
“The theme that we decided to focus on this 
year is the theme of relay and superheroes, and 
we wanted to focus with the survivor banquet 
that you guys are the real heroes - our survivors 
are our heroes,” said Patricia Devine, service 
and survivorship committee chair for Colleges 
Against Cancer.
More than 70 survivors and their families 
attended the banquet including students, fam­
ily members of students and community mem­
bers.
Outback Steak house donated a full ca­
tered meal, and as guests ate their dinners, 
GV GrooVe, a co-ed a capella student singing 
group, performed three songs.
Cathy Bruin, a cancer survivor, addressed 
those gathered as they ate their meal.
“Happy Birthday,” she said to open her 
speech. “Celebrating birthdays - it’s important. 
It shows the great value that each one has. And 
we get to celebrate together.”
Bruin was diagnosed with stage-two breast 
cancer, but with a sense of humor and the sup­
port of people in her church, she remained posi­
tive. *
In the days before the diagnosis,she received 
phone calls and letters from friends. They said 
they were thinking of her and praying for her 
although she did not yet know of the trials to 
come.
“There was love being shown - a lot of sup­
port - even before I knew that I needed it,” she 
said.
She went into remission.
“Cancer is not the end,” she said. “In some 
circumstances, it is a new beginning.”
To wrap up the Survivor Banquet, Devine 
read a list of the survivors attending Relay for 
Life. The survivors received gifts and special 
purple T-shirts from Colleges Against Cancer.
“It’s just a little more of a way to give them 
recognition.” Devine said.
laker life ® lanthorn com
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Announcements
Get ahead this summer. Take 
spring/summer classes at 
Wayne State University. Five 
convenient locations in Ma­
comb, Oakland & Wayne 
Counties. For more informa­
tion visit summer.wayne.edu 
to apply as a guest student.
Want GVSU news now? The 
Lanthorn has it covered. Visit 
our website, Facebook, You­
Tube, or Twitter for the latest 
GVSU campus and sports 
news, www.lanthorn.com
________ Services________
Ironwood Self Storage, 
Walker-Standale area. Com­
petitive rates, various sizes 
available. Receive a 10% dis­
count with your student ID. 
(616) 453-2982. www.iron- 
woodself-storage.com
Need a student loan? Com­
munity West Credit Union of­
fers the Credit Union Student 
Choice loan. Visit www.com- 
munitywestcu.studentchoice. 
org or call 877-298-6274 for 
information.
Employment
College Pro is now hiring 
painters all across the state 
to work outdoors with other 
students. Earn $3k-$5k. Ad­
vancement opportunities. 
1-888-277-9787 or 
www.collgepro.com
Work on Mackinac Island. 
Make lifelong friends. The Is­
land House Hotel and Ryba’s 
Fudge Shops are looking for 
help in all areas this summer: 
Front Desk, Bell Staff, Wait 
Staff, Sales Clerks, Kitchen, 
Baristas. Housing, bonus, 
and discounted meals. (906) 
847-7196. www.theisland- 
house.com
________ Housing________
5 Bed 2 Bath, House for 
Rent. Clean, recently 
painted, washer & dryer, 
stove, refrigerator, basement 
storage. Close to GVSU 
Downtown GR. 302 Gold NW 
$1000.00/mo plus utl, 
616-454-9666
Grand Valley’s best kept 
deal. University Townhomes 
& Apartments guarantees the 
lowest price per person. En­
joy a quiet atmosphere with a 
variety of home styles to 
choose from less than 2 
miles from campus. Call Tim 
today 616-477-5511
48 West is now leasing for 
Fall 2011. Rates start as low 
a $395 per month. There is 
variety with 1, 2 and 4 bed­
room units. 616-895-2400 
www.48west.com
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King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Dandy
4 Thrash
8 Injury
12 Flightless 
bird
13 Wash
14 Diva’s 
showstop- 
per
15 Secular
17 Cincinnati 
team
18 Not digital
19 Mimic
21 Hubbub
22 Entices
26 Suburban
sprawls
29 Lepre­
chauns’ 
dance
30 Storm 
center
31 Rue the run
32 Vehicle with 
sliding doors
33 One of the 
Three Bears
34 “No seats” 
sign
35 Mediter­
ranean fruit 
tree
36 Mathema­
tician Leon­
hard
37 fugit”
39 Mountain
40 “Entourage” 
role
41 Grape that’s 
seen better 
days?
45 Walked (on)
48 Pattern
50 Tart
51 Bullring 
cheers
52 Mauna —
53 Sampras of 
tennis
54 Carousel,
e.g.
55 Charle­
magne, 
for ex.
DOWN
1 Crumbly 
cheese
2 Portent
3 Cougar
4 Deluges
5 Very slowly, 
in music
6 Eggs
7 Glutinous 
matter
8 Sultan’s 
wives
9 Exist
10 Disencumber
11 More (Sp.)
16 Wood­
smoothing 
tool
20 “Married ... 
With
Children”
mom
23 Ring out
24 Work at the 
keyboard
25 Burn some­
what
26 Ultimate
27 Farm
fraction
28 Part of 
TWIMC
29 Binge
32 Guest
33 Student
35 PETA no-no
36 Pass by
38 Chaplain
39 Ready for 
battle
42 Benefit
43 Twosome, to 
TMZ
44 Tide variety
45 Recipe 
meas.
46 Shad 
product * -
47 Chic no 
more
49 Yale grad
© 2011 King Features Synd., Inc.
STRANGE BUT TRUE
By Samantha Weaver
• It was evolutionary 
biologist Richard Dawkins 
who made the following 
sage observation: “We are 
all atheists about most of the 
gods that societies have ever 
believed in. Some of us just 
go one god further.”
• It’s been reported that for 
one two-year stretch, Elvis 
Presley ate nothing but meat 
loaf, mashed potatoes and 
tomatoes.
• In parts of Asia, tradition 
holds that if you sneeze once, 
someone is saying something 
good about you; if you sneeze 
twice in a row, something bad 
is being said; if you sneeze 
three times, someone is in
love with you; and if you 
sneeze more than three times, 
you're about to catch a cold.
• If you're like the average 
human, you have about 1,500 
dreams every year.
• We all know that the 
phrase “dog days of summer” 
refers to the most sultry days 
of the year, but have you ever 
wondered where the term 
came from? It seems that the 
ancient Romans believed that 
when Sirius, known as the 
dog star, shined the brightest 
— which was during mid­
summer — it added its heat to 
the heat of the sun, making 
the hot season even more 
unbearable.
• Libra is the only sign of the 
zodiac that is not an animal.
• Even if you don’t 
remember it from its original 
air dates in the 1950s and 
‘60s, you surely have heard of 
the iconic American situation 
comedy “Leave It to Beaver.” 
You might not realize, though, 
that the original working title 
was “Wally and the Beaver.” 
The producers thought that 
made it sound like a show 
about a boy and his pet, so
they changed it.
***
Thought for the Day: “A 
conservative is a man who 
believes that nothing should 
be done for the first time.” — 
Alfred E. Wiggam
(c) 2011 King Features 
Synd., Inc.
Look for Sudoku 
answers online at
LANTHORN.COM
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Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
9 6 7
6 5 3
1 2 6
8 6 1
9 2 8
5 3 4
5 9 8 1
8 1 7
3 4 2
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★ ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging 
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2011 King Features Synd.. Inc.
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By Samantha Arnold
GW. Staff Writer
F
ashion on the average day for 
college students might mean 
rolling out of bed and grabbing 
whatever clothes are clean. But 
Grand Valley State University’s 
Fashion Club has some tips to dress smart 
for spring.
Megan Malone, 
president of Fashion 
Club, said spring and 
summer styles this year 
include a lot of pastels 
and sheer materials.
Floral patterns are mak­
ing a comeback and 
look good on any piece.
“Don’t be afraid to 
try new and bold pieces 
- style is all about confi­
dence, so when you get 
dressed, make sure you 
feel great in it,” Ma­
lone said. “For spring, 
instead of wearing a 
sweatshirt and sweat­
pants tucked into your 
rain boots, try wearing 
leggings and a loose, 
flowing top with a car­
digan and rain boots.
This simple change can 
update your look with­
out too much effort ”
GVL / Andrea Baker
Spring forward: Carola Carassa models 
rainboots, one fashion-foward style GV's 
Fashion Club recommends for spring.
Pairing high-waist floral shorts with a 
sheer neutral top is a great summer look for 
women, Malone said. Another good look is 
a sun dress with a bold pattern like a neutral 
stripe, paired with gladiator sandals and a 
pair of big sunglasses.
For men, a good summer look is a V- 
neck tee paired with bright, solid-colored 
shorts and Toms shoes.
“Styles that are in right now for spring 
2011 are thick stripes, equestrian style cloth­
ing, mixed prints, wedge shoes and preppy 
accessories,” said sophomore Kate Schick,
'A
public relations officer of the Fashion Club. 
“For both guys and girls, I would say the 
best and cheapest deals are typically at a 
Forever 21. Clothes here typically keep up 
with the current trends and a low cost.”
Junior Kaitlin Myszkowski, financial of­
ficer for Fashion Club, recommended stores 
such as Charlotte Russe, Goodwill, Salva­
tion Army and Plato’s Closet for bargain 
buys.
However, the members of Fashion Club 
do not simply search for 
styles, they also create 
them.
Fashion Club encour­
ages members to design, 
sew and talk about cloth­
ing. As a club, the mem­
bers have produced four 
fashion shows on cam­
pus - three of them for 
charity. The latest show. 
Compassion in Fashion, 
partnered with the Hu­
man Society and raised 
more than $400.
“Fashion Club is a 
great organization here 
at GVSU to interact 
with people outside of 
your major, gain a new 
perspective on fashion 
that you did not know 
before, plan exciting 
events on campus and 
help out fellow GVSU 
organizations along with 
local Grand Rapids busi­
nesses,” Schick said.
Malone said the club provides an outlet 
for creativity not available on some other 
student organizations.
“Fashion isn’t just about reading maga­
zines and copying things you see,” she said. 
“It’s about finding your own personal style 
and embracing it.”
Fashion Club meets at 9 p.m. on Wednes­
days in the Piano Room in Kirkhof Center.
samold@ lanthorn com
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Fashionable in floral: Carola Carassa’s floral-print dress is right on-trend as spring ushers in warm weather.
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Community West Credit Union is proud to offer the 
Credit Union Student Choice private loan solution to 
help you fill educational funding gaps. When federal 
aid just isn't enough, we can help.
Ask our representatives for more information 
or to apply today!
www.communitywestcu.studentchoice.org I 877-298-6274
Community West
Credit Union
crtdit < union i •StuaentChoice
convtntanc# trust value
Branches in Hudsonville, Kentwood and Wyoming. Membership open to those attending GVSU. For 
more information on Community West Credit Union, visit our website at www.communitywestcu.org.
DO ' S
Rainboots
(Try Pay less or DSW for 
good deals)
Loose, sheer clothing 
Big sunglasses
(Look for cheap pairs 
Forever 21)
Tom's shoes 
Healthy glow
(Don't look like Snooki 
- try Jergens Natural 
Glow Daily Moisturizer)
Bright florals 
Gladiator shoes 
Pedicures 
Moisturized skin 
Sundresses 
Statement jewelry 
Waterproof mascara
DONT ' S
Short shorts
(Instead, try high-waist 
floral pattern shorts that 
end mid-thigh)
Visors 
Man-pris 
Wife beaters 
Crocs
Socks with sandals 
Farmer's tans 
Raccoon eyes
Worn-out rubber flip- 
flops
(Instead, tryastrappy 
sandal)
Too-tight clothes 
Childish beach 
accessories
(leave the Power Rangers 
towel at home)
• • • • * •
